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Expectations from topology

• get the big picture
• partially self-validated
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• global (high info) from local (low cost)

Applications that motivated me

•

reservoir characterization
from huge seismic data
Andrei Sharf, Thomas Lewiner, Gil Shklarski, Sivan Toledo and Daniel Cohen-Or
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• surface extraction

and reconstruction
Figure 11: The addition of scribbles in the weak regions allows a faithful reconstruction: the original scan (left), our FEM reconstruction
without scribble (center-left) and with four scribbles to reinforce and correct the initial reconstruction (right).

•

Appendix: Construction of the matrix K

vector field de-noising

The construction of K is a standard finite-elements one, based
on [14] but simplified to our particular case and made completely
explicit.
Let {(xi , yi , zi )}n
i=1 be the coordinates of the vertices of the
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
mesh and let {(nj , nj , nj , nj )}m
j=1 be the vertices’ indices
of the tetrahedrons in the mesh. For each tetrahedron we compute
the 4-by-4 matrix (linear tetrahedral element):

Intuition?

• quick and ready insight
• immediate apprehension or cognition
© Webster

• something an industry engineer accepts
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• topological objects
• discrete theories
• some examples
• discussions

Topological objects

Manifolds,
Subsets of Rn

Vector fields

Submersion intuition

•
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discussed in the Section 4.
A direct computation of weak regions by applyin
complex random perturbations may generate critical r
everywhere, which would require stochastic simulat
select between them. Our approach uses a determinis
tection of the local stability by analyzing the topolo

Submersion topology

f

The matrix E is never computed explicitly. Instead, we solve
the least-squares problem using its normal equation:
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We construct the coefficient matrix of this linear system
of equations by constructing K using the finite-element
method, and then adding to it the sparse matrices cTi ci . We
solve these equations using a fast sparse Cholesky factorization.
Adding and removing constraints. One aspect of this numerical approach allows real-time interaction in our surface
reconstruction application. The structure of Equation (4) allows the method to incrementally update the linear system
factorization when the user adds or removes inside/outside
constraints. We compute the additional rows cp and target
values t(p) for each new point p, and add the new cTp cp matrices and cTp t(p) vectors to left and right hand side of Equation (4). To update the sparse Cholesky factorization we use

Figure 7: Weak region for a 2D field: the red (resp. blue) lin
+ε (resp. −ε) level-set for u: this small level perturbation c
the level set connectivity, characterizing a critical point.

• critical set of f (Morse lemma)
• ➾ global from local function analysis
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Usual critical sets

• minima
•

new
component

• saddles
•

joins / splits
components

• maxima
•

end
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• locally equivalent to R
➾ intuitive differential tools
•
d

Immersion Morse topology
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• critical set of a function on the manifold
➾ global from local function analysis
•

Morse-Smale complex

• relation between critical points
➾ local function analysis + graph
•

Vector field

• essentially tubular flow
• sparse invariant sets

© http://www.falstad.com/vector/

Vector field topology

• isolated singularities behavior
• ➾ local analysis (Hartman Grobman)+graph

© http://www.falstad.com/vector/

•

+ closed

orbits + non-generic

Gradient vector field

• generic gradient
➾ Morse-Smale structure
•

ex random perturbations may generate critical regions
where, which would require stochastic simulations to
between them. Our approach uses a deterministic den of the local stability by analyzing the topology un-

Morse theory
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• topology from local function analysis
• + Smale complex / topological graph

7: Weak region for a 2D field: the red (resp. blue) line is the
sp. −ε) level-set for u: this small level perturbation changes
el set connectivity, characterizing a critical point.

matics, Pontifı́cia Universidade Católica — Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Morse theory

•
• Function
• Critical point
• Index
• Topology

: Weak region for a 2D field: the red (resp. blue) line is the
. −ε) level-set for u: this small level perturbation changes
set connectivity, characterizing a critical point.
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x ∈ M, ∂f (x) = 0
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Function analysis is intuitive

© http://www.karlscalculus.org/
© http://www.tutornext.com/

• Intuition:
• quick and ready insight
• immediate apprehension or cognition

More topological objects

differential

discrete

Local function analysis
in the discrete setting???

• Sampled function
+ interpolation

• Weight on

graph structures

Discrete function analysis?

•

not intuitive:

•
•
•

finite difference (polynomial interpolation)
Fourier derivative (harmonic interpolation)
finite elements (template approximation)

• on manifold?

© feflow

Discrete analysis?

• Intuition on graphs?

Discrete Morse theories

• piecewise-linear interpolation
➾ Banchoff’s approach
•
• combinatorial formulation
➾ Forman’s approach
•

Banchoff’s approach
regular

minimum

saddle

maximum

degenerated

• intuition: sampling of f
χ
guarantees:
Euler
, Gauss Bonnet
•
• local linear interpolations
➾ critical vertices
•
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dimensional analog, which is also implemented as a merging of
three critical points. We merge neighboring cells in the ring around
the saddle-maximum arc to reconnect the complex. Therefore, besides removing two critical points, this cancellation also removes
several crystals, quads, and arcs from the complex.
A saddle-maximum cancellation is legal only if the 2-saddle is
connected to two distinct maxima. If this condition is not met, then
we recognize that the cancellation causes a strangulation of the descending disk that originates at the 2-saddle. Indeed, it is not possible to route the integral lines terminating at the 2-saddle if we do
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• numerical integration of streamlines
➾ Morse-Smale structure
•

Morse theory

•
• Function
• Critical set
• Index
• Topology

: Weak region for a 2D field: the red (resp. blue) line is the
. −ε) level-set for u: this small level perturbation changes
set connectivity, characterizing a critical point.
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Forman’s approach:
differential topology view

• Start from Morse-Smale complex
• Subdivide to reach your complex
arrows ➾ gradient vector field
•
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Forman’s approach:
differential topology view

• guarantees:

Morse inequalities,
nD, homotopy, Witten homology...

• intuition without differential function?

Discrete Smale Compelx
6.3. Related Methods in Discrete Morse Theory

(a)

© Cazals, Chazal, L.

• from critical cells

(b)

© Gyulassy, Bremer, Pascucci, Hamann

Figure 6.2.1: The circled arc connects a saddle l to a maximum u (a). Cancellatio
all arcs attached to l or u, and creates new arcs from the lower neighbors of u to th
of l (b). In the two-dimensional case, this connects all the saddles neighboring u
neighboring l, in effect, merging l and u with the maximum).

6.3

• from cancellations

Related Methods in Discrete Morse Theory

In our approach, we utilize discrete Morse theory as presented by Forman [18

al. [30, 31] showed how a discrete gradient field can be constructed and used to id

Smale complex. However, complications arise in this method due to the fact th
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• Forman’s approach

+ intuitive / geometric

+ correct global topology

+ controlled critical set

+ robust (graph algorithms)

+ many numerical tools

+ efficient (combinatorial)

- nD guarantees?

- critical set localization?

- global robustness?

- graph intuition?
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Some monster cases

© Hashimori

• Poincaré’s

homological sphere
(missing critical points)

• Bing’s

house of 2 rooms
(extra critical cell)

Learning from examples

Isosurface extraction

© Petrobras

Isosurface extraction

• Topological cases of Marching Cubes
➾ differentiable function analysis
•

© L., Lopes,Vieira, Tavares

Large isosurface topology

• Topology without the isosurface
• Mid-scale control and filtering
• global + efficiency ➾ Forman’s line
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Some Isosurfaces’ Topology

Abstract. Marching Cubes’ methods first offered visual access to experimental and theoretical data. The implementation of this method usually relies on a small lookup table. Many enhancements and optimizations of Marching
Cubes still use it. However, this lookup table can lead to cracks and inconsistent topology. This paper introduces
a full implementation of Chernyaev’s technique to ensure a topologically correct result, i.e. a manifold mesh, for
any input data. It completes the original paper for the ambiguity resolution and for the feasibility of the implementation. Moreover, the cube interpolation provided here can be used in a wider range of methods. The source code
is available online.
Keywords: Marching Cubes. Isosurface extraction. Implicit surface tiler. Topological guarantees.

Figure 1: Vieira,
Implicit surface
of linked tori generated by the classical Marching Cubes algorithm, and ours.
© L., Lopes,
Tavares

1 Introduction
Isosurface extractors and implicit surface tilers opened up
visual access to experimental and theoretical data, such as
medical images, mechanical pieces, sculpture scans, mathematical surfaces, and physical simulation by finite elements
methods. Among those techniques, the Marching Cubes [5]
produces a surface out of a sampling of a scalar field f :
R3 → R. It has been enhanced to a wide range of applications, from geological reconstruction [10], medical images
to 3D scanning (see [4] for an original use in the Digital
Michelangelo Project). Although this paper focuses on surface reconstruction from sampled data, the tilings of cubes
introduced here can be used in simple reconstruction methPreprint MAT. 05/03, communicated on December 3rd , 2002 to the Department of Mathematics, Pontifı́cia Universidade Católica — Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil. The corresponding work was published in the Journal of Graphics
Tools, volume 8, number 2, pp. 1–15. ACM Press, 2003..

ods for synthetic data [2, 13] in order to guarantee the topological consistency of the result when the precision of the
result is limited.

©

ras
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o
r
Pet

Marching Cubes [5] has become the reference method
when the sampled scalar field is structured on a cuberille
grid. It classifies vertices as positive or negative, according
to their comparison with a given isovalue. Then, it uses a
lookup table to tile the surface inside the cube. This method
has been enhanced and generalized in various directions,
especially to reduce the number of cubes to be evaluated.
However, most of those modern techniques still use a simple
lookup table, which does not ensure the topological consistency of the result.
Prior work. The main obstacles of the Marching Cubes’
derived methods are the ambiguities inherent to data sampling. Those ambiguities can appear on the faces of a cube,

•

Smale complex

•

Reeb graph

To appear in the ACM SIGGRAPH conference proceedings

Surface reconstruction
(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Editing the topology of the Hip model with different target
removed by breaking the handle ring (b) or filling the handle hole (d), wh

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10: Editing the topology of the Hip model with different targets (a,c) results in the removal of d
removed by breaking the handle ring (b) or filling the handle hole (d), whichever involves less modification
(a)
(b)

Figure 11: Editing the topology of the Mother model (a) with the target
a typical topology repair method would identify thin handles to be remov
the screen. Last but not least, we are planning to design user-tests
to see how well novice users understand and perform the task.

Shape control in topology editing In our current algorithm, the
resulting shape change is automatically determined with the goal
of minimizing the amount of volume added or removed. However,
it may be desirable
(a)
(b) to have the user control the shape
(c) change. For
©inJu,
Zhou,
Hu even
example, the user may desire to use addition
certain
places
Figure 11: Editing the topology of if
thesubtraction
Mother model
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with
the
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(b)
selectively
removes
would induce smaller volume change, to createhandles
a new tha
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handles
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(d), hole
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tunnelidentify
with a thin
certain
widthto(instead
of a thin
in Figure
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or to replace small handles by a smooth surface. Such shape control
the screen. Last but not least, we are planning to design user-tests
ure 10) and 3DM3.com (Figure 1
can be made possible by associating sketches with shape properties.
to see how well novice users understand and perform the task.
part by the National Basic Researc
For example, a colored sketch can be used to indicate desired solid
ber 2006CB303106) and the Natu
thickness
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smoothness.
guided topology editShape control in topology editing
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• noisy, sparse point set
➾ correct topology?
•
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|u(p)| they mark topological instabilities in the reconstructed
surface (zero level-set of u) induced by small level shifts.
Moreover, this definition addresses the small gradient issue
discussed in the Section 4.
A direct computation of weak regions by applying more
complex random perturbations may generate critical regions
everywhere, which would require stochastic simulations to
select between them. Our approach uses a deterministic detection of the local stability by analyzing the topology un-

Surface reconstruction

ix E is never computed explicitly. Instead, we solve
squares problem using its normal equation:


�
�
K +
ωp2 cTp cp  uM =
t(p) ωp2 cTp .
(4)
p∈P

p∈P

truct the coefficient matrix of this linear system
ions by constructing K using the finite-element
and then adding to it the sparse matrices cTi ci . We
se equations using a fast sparse Cholesky factoriza-

and removing constraints. One aspect of this nupproach allows real-time interaction in our surface
ction application. The structure of Equation (4) almethod to incrementally update the linear system
ion when the user adds or removes inside/outside
ts. We compute the additional rows cp and target
© each
Sharf,
L.,point
Shklarski,
Cohen-Or
p) for
new
p, andToledo,
add the new
cTp cp mad cTp t(p) vectors to left and right hand side of EquaTo update the sparse Cholesky factorization we use

Figure 7: Weak region for a 2D field: the red (resp. blue) line is the
+ε (resp. −ε) level-set for u: this small level perturbation changes
the level set connectivity, characterizing a critical point.

• interactive topology edition
• local critical regions
➾ Banchoff’s line
•

MAT. 02/07, communicated on January 24th , 2007 to the Department of Mathematics, Pontifı́cia Universidade Católica — Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Topology-aware
reconstruction

Andrei Sharf, Thomas Lewiner, Gil Shklarski, Sivan Toledo and Daniel Cohen-Or
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is automatically
computed
from reconstruction
loose, automatic
7Figure 2: Reconstruction pipeline for a scanned elephant model. An initial coarse function
Interactive
topology-aware
surface
inside/outside (blue/red balls) constraints (left). The topological analysis of this function selects weak regions (center-left), where the user
can make local decisions by scribbling over 2D tablets at a coarse resolution (center-right). Further iterations at finer resolutions lead to a
complete reconstruction of the model (right).

One of the major difficulties is the coverage of the
proximates the data points. We construct this function by
scanned model: As a result of physical inaccessibility, poor
minimizing a penalty that measures its non-smoothness, the
visibility and material properties, the coverage is often imdeviation of its zero level-set from the data points, and its
perfect and significant portions of the surface are either
deviations from prescribed positive/negative values at the inunder-sampled or completely missing. The problem is more
side/outside constraints. Our function optimization problem
acute for complex shapes with deep cavities and bifurcations
is formulated in a mesh-independent manner, and mapped
(e.g., Figure 1). While it is reasonable to assume that scanonto a specific mesh using the finite-element method. Comning hardware will advance, future reconstruction systems
putationally, the function is constructed by solving a large
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that reconstruct undersparse linear system. However, at complex under-sampled
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fail in many cases to faithfully reconstruct the expected
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location that
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complexity.
plicit manual surface editing are too tedious.
by merely scribbling over a 2D tablet corresponding to a

Vector field de-noising

Mechanical Dept, PUC-Rio

© Nascimento, Paixão, Lopes, L.

• noise at the scale of the data
• clean data + “important” vortices
local interpolation analysis
•

Interactive de-noising
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Reconstruction

Final field
Filtering
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singularities

Scale space

User

Scale-dependent singularity
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© Nascimento, Paixão, Lopes, L.

Topology-aware de-noising
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Smoothed

Reconstructed
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• singular points only
➾ several applications
•
• topology: intuitive interfaces
• noise / scale problems
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A note on noise / resolution
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• Persistence approach:
•
•
•

(b)

Usual in Morse theory

Fig. 2. The same test dataset as shown in Fig. 1. (a) Scale-space lifetime of the
critical points in the interval τ = 0 . . . 1.5 computed by our algorithm. Red color
indicates stable critical points, while gray colored points are very short-lived. (b)
Critical points filtered by their lifetime. Only points that persist at τmin = 1.0 are
shown.

Smale used it for optimal Morse functions

this computation. A gray to red color-coding is applied to indicate the scalespace lifetime of the critical points. Gray points are very short lived while
bright red points could be traced over the whole scale interval. The actual
scale-space traces of the critical points are not shown in the images, since
they do not provide much of additional information. They may only serve to
identify pairs of critical points that participate in annihilation events.
©Fig.
Klein,
Ertl
(b)the
Last, in
2b
result of filtering the points according to their scalespace lifetime is shown. Only points that have a lifetime larger than τmin = 1.0

hown in Fig. 1. (a) Scale-space lifetime of the

Keep singularities in place

Persistence is universal?
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Scale-dependent critical set
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• Forman’s critical set results from
global construction:

•
•

number of critical cells
quality of the field approximation
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Forman
+ good global behavior
+ flexible discretization
- local precision?

Recent improvements

© Gyulassy, Natarajan, Pascucci,
Bremer, Hamann

© Reinighaus, Hotz
Fig. 6. Top-left: topological skeleton of a vector field on a cerebral aneurysm given
by a blood flow simulation; top-right: zoom in of an area exhibiting recurrent flow
behavior indicated by attracting periodic orbits (red) and repelling periodic orbits
(blue); bottom-left: simplified topological skeleton with 1 saddle, 2 sinks and 1 source;
bottom-right: simplified topological skeleton with 2 sinks and 1 repelling orbit

stability of PL computations
• global
(persistence and Morse-Smale)
of critical cells in Forman’s
• control
(matching and localization)

Example 3 This real world example depicts the surface velocity field of a
simulation of blood flow through a cerebral aneurysm done by the Biofluid Mechanics Lab of the Charité - Universitätsmedizin Berlin. The simplicial graph
of the triangulation consists of 60, 000 nodes. The computation time for the
construction, simplification and topology extraction is 29 minutes on a 3 GHz
CPU with our current implementation. Almost all time is spent in the maximum
weighted bipartite matching code that solves (4).

In-between both worlds

© L.

• On triangulated surface, greedy construction of

Forman’s vector field keeps Banchoff’s critical set
for slowly varying function f : K0 �→ R

Next challenges

• Higher dimension (besides NP)
• More general cases (infinite complexes)
• More complex objects (tensors,{f })
• More theoretical guarantees

L., Lopes, Tavares, Joswig, Pfetsch...

Ayala,Vilches...

i

Forman, Tricoche, Tong, Desbrun...

L., Zhang, Mischaikow...

Global from local?
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© visualfunhouse
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